Sound masking is an electronically generated low level sound that is precisely “tuned” to obscure conversations, distractions, and other unwanted background noise. The result is increased productivity and speech privacy.

Master Control Unit is a digital random “white” noise source and amplifier with integral volume and spectrum adjustments. Each unit supplies up to 4000 square feet of sound masking (16 speakers).

Speaker Units consist of 4”, 2 watt speakers enclosed in 6” diameter by 8” high resonant canisters. Each has a separate volume control and an Interconnect system to supply two other such units.

Transformers are 120 volt primary 24 volt secondary at 40VA. They are UL Listed Class 2.

Speaker Wires are made of 2 conductor, Teflon coated, 18 gauge cable per NEC Specification #725. They are precut at 20’ and are terminated with “quick connectors” at each end.